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| Dispatches #12 | Hannah Walsh, “An Awesome”, @
Anderson Gallery, Virginia Commonwealth University

In art, Dispatches, works on 06/14/2010 at 10:37 am
(http://cablegram.files.wordpress.com/2010/06/anawesome.jpg)As mentioned in
my last “Dispatch,” VCU’s MFA exhibitions never fail to present intriguing work by
highly talented and emerging artists. Amongst the best in Round Two were the
engaging, masterfully painted urban landscapes by Lana Waldrep,
(http://lanawaldrep.com/index.html)some exceptionally inventive and erotically
charged mixed-media collages by Aaron McIntosh
(http://aaronmcintosh.com/home.html), and a series of 2-D works as well as a
languid floor sculpture by Kristen Rego that seemed to address the fragility and

mutability of human skin.

Hannah Walsh’s video “An Awesome,”
(http://www.vcu.edu/arts/sculpture/dept/portfolios/gallery.html?album=75) greeted visitors,
literally, with a silhouetted cheerleader with arms raised a “V for victory” position. The short,
silent piece begins with a lens flare from the sun just before the darkened contour of a female
cheerleader is raised into the frame by a supporting partner below, noticeable only by a straining
hand. She wobbles slightly for a seemingly impossible period of time before leaning down to the
left where a pair of arms reach out to ease her fall.

“An Awesome” recalls Sam Taylor-Wood’s 1998 video titled “Noli Me Tangere
(http://www.artnet.com/magazine_pre2000/reviews/french/french7-29-5.asp),” in which a stout
Italian acrobat was filmed from front and back, in a handstand position. That piece is projected
large (14 feet) in a dark room and upside down, so it appears as if the acrobat is straining to hold
up the ceiling. Whereas Taylor-Wood’s piece is disorienting, Walsh’s video is immediately familiar
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and somewhat amusing but not ironic. Although the Walsh edited her piece to last 3 times longer
than the actual stunt, one marvels at the physical strength required to hold to pose and is reminded
of the age-old argument that cheerleading is a competitive sport itself.

And yet, cheerleading is such an unusually artificial/superficial activity. Here is a “sport” created
essentially to support other athletic endeavors that has become so specialized and professional to
have its own rules and vocabulary. And its own culture, one could argue — as I do, having once
accidentally encountered a swarm of participants and families attending a national middle-school
cheerleading conference.

By presenting the figure in silhouette, in front of a cloudless blue sky and with a halo of sun from
behind, Walsh effortlessly communicates to the viewer the essential idea of “cheerleader,” stripped
of identity but also of judgment. Walsh’s ingenious choices exercised in creating “An Awesome”
demonstrate the power and economy of form.

-N. Elizabeth Schlatter is a curator and writer living in Richmond, VA.

Image: Hannah Walsh, “An Awesome,” 2010, video, 2 minute 12 second loop
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